Husqvarna hu675hwt parts diagram

Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Husqvarna HUHWT wheeled weed trimmer, as well as
links to manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair
guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of parts. The fuel line on a grass line trimmer
deteriorates with time and eventually can split or crack. You can replace it yourself, following
these instructions. If the line trimmer engine won't start even though there's fuel in the tank, the
carburetor could be the problem. Follow these instructions to do the job in under 30 minutes. If
the line trimmer won't start even though there's fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the
problem. Follow these instructions to replace the carburetor in under 30 minutes. Use the
advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of your grass line trimmer. There
are a couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts
shown on that diagram. View engine. Add to cart. Line trimmer bottom deflector Part Line
trimmer idler arm return spring Part Line trimmer retainer ring Part Line trimmer drive shaft Part
Line trimmer pulley spacer Part Line trimmer spindle shaft pulley Part Symptoms for gas line
trimmers. Choose a symptom to see related grass line trimmer repairs. View all. Won't start.
Read more. Leaking gas. Runs rough. Repair guides for gas line trimmers. October 1, How to
replace a line trimmer fuel line. Repair difficulty. How to rebuild a line trimmer carburetor. How
to replace a line trimmer carburetor. Articles and videos for gas line trimmers. June 1, Tips for a
hard-to-start grass line trimmer. How to replace a line trimmer fuel line video. Follow the steps
in this video to replace a leaking fuel line in a line trimmer. Easy DIY grass line trimmer repairs.
Learn about some very easy do-it-yourself repairs for a grass line trimmer. Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator. Kenmore Elite bottom-mount refrigerator parts , Kenmore Elite bottom-mount
refrigerator parts. Wenzel Camping Parts. Frigidaire Dehumidifier Parts. Electrolux Dishwasher
Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Noma E front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman
front-engine lawn tractor parts. Rear-Tine Tiller. Craftsman rear-tine tiller parts. Kenmore Pro
Refrigerator Parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Table Saw. Pro-Tech table saw parts. Kenmore
washer parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Here are the diagrams and repair parts for
Husqvarna HUHWT wheeled weed trimmer, as well as links to manuals and error code tables, if
available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section.
Showing 10 of parts. The fuel line on a grass line trimmer deteriorates with time and eventually
can split or crack. You can replace it yourself, following these instructions. If the line trimmer
engine won't start even though there's fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the problem.
Follow these instructions to do the job in under 30 minutes. If the line trimmer won't start even
though there's fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the problem. Follow these instructions to
replace the carburetor in under 30 minutes. Use the advice and tips in these articles and videos
to get the most out of your grass line trimmer. There are a couple of ways to find the part or
diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. View engine. Add to
cart. Line trimmer bottom deflector Part Line trimmer idler arm return spring Part Line trimmer
retainer ring Part Line trimmer drive shaft Part Line trimmer pulley spacer Part Line trimmer
spindle shaft pulley Part Symptoms for gas line trimmers. Choose a symptom to see related
grass line trimmer repairs. View all. Won't start. Read more. Leaking gas. Runs rough. Repair
guides for gas line trimmers. October 1, How to replace a line trimmer fuel line. Repair difficulty.
How to rebuild a line trimmer carburetor. How to replace a line trimmer carburetor. Articles and
videos for gas line trimmers. June 1, Tips for a hard-to-start grass line trimmer. How to replace a
line trimmer fuel line video. Follow the steps in this video to replace a leaking fuel line in a line
trimmer. Easy DIY grass line trimmer repairs. Learn about some very easy do-it-yourself repairs
for a grass line trimmer. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Kenmore Elite bottom-mount refrigerator
parts , Kenmore Elite bottom-mount refrigerator parts. Wenzel Camping Parts. Frigidaire
Dehumidifier Parts. Electrolux Dishwasher Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Noma E
front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Rear-Tine Tiller.
Craftsman rear-tine tiller parts. Kenmore Pro Refrigerator Parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator.
Table Saw. Pro-Tech table saw parts. Kenmore washer parts. Need help? Close Start Chat.
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Where to Buy. Get in touch with Husqvarna. Wish list. Your wish list. Your wish list is empty.
Keep browsing the site to add products and accessories. Share wishlist. Current offers. Real
Confidence, Fueled by Husqvarna. Learn more. Tree Care. The sky is the limit! Explore more.

Tree Care Pros. Forestry accessories. How may we help you? Become a dealer. Connect with
us. Buy Online. Lawn Mowers. Looking for spare parts? Copyright - Husqvarna AB publ. All
rights reserved. Terms of use Privacy policy Cookie Policy. Your wish list Your personal
selections from our range of products. Jacks works best with JavaScript enabled Learn More.
Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship. Order Status Get Support open Type a
Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support open See:
Ariens exploded parts diagrams. Honda Horizontal Engines. Honda Vertical Engines. Kawasaki
Horizontal Engines. Kawasaki Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler Vertical
Engines. Help with Jack's Parts Lookup. Husqvarna Parts Lookup by Model. Enter your
Husqvarna model number below. Parts lookup for Husqvarna power equipment is simpler than
ever. Enter your model number in the search box above or just choose from the list below.
Accessories And Tools. Accessory Safety. Auto Mower. Blower Accessory. Brush Cutter. Chain
Saw. Chain Saws. Clearing Saw. Compaction Equipment. Concrete Placement Equipment.
Cut-Off Saw. Dethatcher Turf Care. Edger Attachments. Flat Saws. Hedge Trimmer. Hover
Trimmer. Ice Auger. Lawn Mower. Lawn Mowers: Commercial Walk -Behinds. Lawn Mowers:
Consumer Walk -Behinds. Line Trimmer. Pole Saw. Power Cutter. Power Cutter Accessory.
Pressure Washer. Pruning Saw. Ride Mower. Ride Mower Turf Care. Ride Mower Turf Care
Accessory. Ride Mower Accessory. Robotic Lawn Mowers. Snow Blower. Snow Thrower. Sod
Cutter Turf Care. Solar Mower. Stump Grinder. Stump Grinder Turf Care. Tiller Accessory.
Trimmer Accessory. Turf Care Accessory. Utility Vehicle. Walk Mower. Walk Mower Turf Care.
Walk Mower Accessory. Zero Turn: Commercial. Zero Turn: Consumer. Part Number: Not
Available for Retail Sale. Ships in 1 - 9 business days. In Stock, 22 available. In Stock, 2
available. In Stock, 24 available. In Stock, 11 available. In Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 16
available. In Stock, 20 available. In Stock, 7 available. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock, 6 available.
In Stock, 19 available. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 25 available. In Stock, 12 available. In
Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 10 available. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with
Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred
Partners of. Husqvarna Trimmer Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within
model. Add to Cart. Spring, 1. Popular Parts. Mandrel Ball Bearing. Lock Washer. Handle Knob.
Hex Flange Nut. Mow Ball. Trimmer Parts. John for model number huhwt asked on Hi John, you
will need your engine model number in order to find parts for the engine on your model. Once
we have the engine model number we will be happy to research the correct part. Thank you for
your question and good luck with your repair! Did this question help you? Yes No. Hi John and
thank you for writing Check the entire fuel delivery system from the tank to the carburetor.
Check the fuel filter for a blockage. Pull the line at the carburetor to make sure it is receiving
fuel. If there is no fuel pouring out of the line then chase the problem back to the tank checking
all the lines to make sure they are clear of obstructions. Make sure fuel is fresh as it tends to go
bad after 90 days of leaving the pump. Clean the carburetor with carburetor cleaner and if it is
really dirty use a soft bristle brush to clean it out at the same time. Make sure the air filter is
clean and not dirty. You may want to rebuild the carburetor as a last resort if all this checks out
good so far. After it has been rebuilt you will have to set it up. Four-stroke carburetor setup that
covers most models Locate both idle screws on the carburetor, one marked L low and one
marked H high. Turn both screws in to shut off fuel then back off 2 turns, next start engine, it
may not run great by should start at these settings, next let idle for a few minutes to get it to
operating temperature, start by turning the L screw clockwise until the engine starts to slow
then turn it in the opposite direction until it once again starts to slow, then bring it to the
midpoint of these 2 spots. Using a tachometer to gauge engine speed, set the idle speed screw
to bring the engine to RPM for aluminum-cylinder engine or RPM for an engine
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with a cast-iron cylinder sleeve. Next, at full throttle turn the high speed or main jet screw
clockwise until the engine begins to slow. Then, turn the screw the other way until the engine
begins to slow. Turn the screw back to the midpoint. Once adjusted, check the acceleration of
the engine by moving the throttle from idle to fast. The engine should accelerate smoothly. If
necessary readjust mixture screws. I hope this helps and good luck with your repair. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
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